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Research was limited when it came to the roles and responsibilities of middle 
school assistant principals. Even less research was dedicated to how middle 
school teachers perceived the roles and responsibilities of their assistant 
principals. Due to the overall lack of research regarding both facets, further 
research was necessary to form a better understanding of middle school assistant 
principals’ roles and responsibilities as compared to teachers’ perceptions. Middle 
school assistant principals and teachers from one Tennessee county responded to 
questionnaires to explore the relationship between middle school assistant 
principals’ perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and the teachers’ 
perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities. Three themes 
formed assistant principals’ self-perception: students, teachers, and managerial 
duties and tasks. Additionally, three themes formed teachers’ perceptions of the 
roles and responsibilities of assistant principals: student discipline and behavioral 
management, teacher support, overall school management. This study was 
foundational study as it could be used as the framework for future studies 
exploring middle school assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
A search in Google Scholar in 2020 for principals yielded approximately 
1,680,000 results, while a search for assistant principals yielded only 31,800 
results. Glanz (1994) stated the role of assistant principals in educational research 
has been given a lack of attention. More specifically, educational leadership 
researchers focused mainly on the role of the principal, with little attention 
directed toward assistant principals (Petrides et al., 2014); however, these 
individuals directly supported principals to fulfill the instructional needs of 
schools (Petrides et al., 2014). Educational researchers, from 2008 to 2018, 
devoted more attention to define the characterization of the daily roles and 
responsibilities of assistant principals (Morgan, 2018). Morgan (2018) continued, 
along with Hausman et al. (2002), stating assistant principals fulfilled a vital role 
in schools and the success of students, yet little research can be found regarding 
assistant principals.  
The assistant principal referred to the individual who aided the head 
principal in carrying out the needs of an individual school, comparable to a 
foreman, comptroller, or office manager in the business world (Golden, 1997). 
Weller and Weller (2002) affirmed there was no collective description for an 
assistant principal, who was typically the individual who fulfilled the 
requirements of performing duties as otherwise specified, which occurred in 
almost every job description not only in education but also other fields. The 
majority of research conducted regarding the assistant principalship position, prior 
to the 1980s, simply discussed the typical daily routines of the assistant principal 
(Hausman et al., 2002). As an individual with experience as a classroom teacher 
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and an assistant principal, I focused my study on assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions of their roles compared to how teachers perceived the role of 
assistant principals to fill a gap in existing research within the field of educational 
leadership. 
Statement of the Problem 
Demands by government officials, the public, and other entities for student 
achievement and growth failed to grasp how many moving parts existed within 
the United States educational system, such as ever-changing academic standards 
and inadequate resources (Dufour & Marzano, 2011). For the rigorous 
expectations placed on school administrators, it was imperative that the task of 
school achievement not be solely placed on the shoulders of the head principal but 
rather to distribute this important undertaking throughout the administrative team, 
mainly assistant principals (Dufour & Marzano, 2011). It was difficult to find a 
clear and concise definition of exactly what a middle school assistant principal did 
on a daily basis due to the excessive number of duties performed by them, and 
there was no way for assistant principals to prepare for the exact outcomes of each 
school day (Celikten, 2001; Weller & Weller, 2002).  
Professional literature highlighted the assistant principal position as one of 
the least researched in the educational field (Hausman et al., 2002; Oliver, 2005; 
Weller & Weller, 2002). Additionally, educational leadership researchers focused 
mainly on the role of the principal, with little attention directed toward assistant 
principals (Petrides et al., 2014). Though a gap in research existed regarding 
assistant principals, they held a vital position within schools (Glanz, 1994). As 
expectations continued to increase with more responsibilities placed on the 
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principal, the necessity for an effective assistant principal became fundamental 
(Oliver, 2005). Jobs assigned to assistant principals conflicted with what assistant 
principals perceived their roles should be, in turn making their jobs difficult to 
perform and leaving them dissatisfied (Marshall & Hooley, 2006). In addition, 
role conflict and work overload decreased the assistant principals’ likelihood to 
take on additional initiatives or any new endeavors in the school (Marshall & 
Hooley, 2006).  
This study was designed to better identify middle school assistant 
principals’ perceptions of their roles and responsibilities within the school, as well 
as how teachers perceived the roles and responsibilities of their assistant 
principals. In addition, examining if a relationship exists between middle school 
assistant principals’ self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and 
teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities could 
potentially lead to changes that establish a better working relationship between 
middle school assistant principals and teachers. This study helped to determine 
whether middle school assistant principals felt they were being utilized effectively 
within their schools.  
To accomplish this objective, I used a qualitative method of study, which 
involved collecting data through questionnaires from both middle school assistant 
principals and teachers. Given the existing gap in research regarding middle 
school assistant principals, how middle school assistant principals perceived their 
roles, and teachers’ perceptions of their assistant principals’ roles, the purpose of 
this study was to explore the relationship between middle school assistant 
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principals’ perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and the teachers’ 
perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities.  
Research Questions 
 Merriam and Tisdell (2016) declared research questions should be broad 
while highlighting aspects of the researcher’s topic. Creswell and Creswell (2018) 
agreed, stating the general research questions provided an insight into the overall 
idea of a researcher’s study. Additionally, Creswell and Creswell (2018) 
described the research questions as the new knowledge that would be learned by 
the study and the questions that would be answered. Creswell and Creswell 
(2018) referred to the research question as the central question: “The central 
question is a broad question that asks for an exploration of the central 
phenomenon or concept in a study” (p. 133). The purpose of the research 
questions in this study was to gain a better insight into the self-perceptions of the 
roles and responsibilities of a middle school assistant principal, as well as the 
perceptions teachers had of the roles and responsibilities of an assistant principal 
at the middle school level. The questions asked in the questionnaire were 
deliberate in addressing the main research questions that guided my study. 
Research Question 1 
What are assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and 
responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee? 
Research Question 2 
What are teachers’ perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles and 




Biddle and Thomas (1966) defined organizational role theory as the way 
individuals managed their beliefs and determined satisfactory actions as they 
networked with other people within their institution. Organizational role theory 
was a subcategory of the theoretical framework of role theory, giving researchers 
the capability to focus attention on explicit relationships at the individual, shared, 
and structural levels (Boles et al., 2003). Biddle (1986) stated, “[Organizational 
role theory] explains roles by presuming that persons are members of social 
positions and hold expectations for their own behaviors and those of other 
persons” (p. 67). In essence, roles within an organization were created by 
individual behaviors in reaction to circumstantial needs. Biddle (1986) continued 
to state operational norms were associated with specific roles within an 
organization, but each individual’s expectations of those norms differed. Those 
differing views of the operational norms could be influenced by the actual 
description of the job and the influence of various groups that formed the 
organization (Biddle, 1986). This also included within an organization role 
conflict, role ambiguity, and a lack of clear and concise expectations, which 
resulted from the role interactions and integration within an organization (Boles 
et al., 2003).  
“Role conflict occurs when people attempt to balance the incompatible 
expectations of their positions” (Morgan, 2018, p. 4). When excessive demand 
was placed on assistant principals with little time left to focus on professional 
advancement or even personal life, role conflict occurred (Marshall & Hooley, 
2006). Additionally, Hartenian et al. (2011) defined role ambiguity as lacking 
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clarity of a job description in an individual’s workplace, leading to increased 
anxiety. Marshall and Hooley (2006) stated, “Role ambiguity means that the 
assistant principal’s roles and duties include many gray areas—ill-defined, 
inconsistent, and at times incoherent responsibilities, roles, and resources” (p. 7). 
Role ambiguity, caused by an incoherent and poorly defined job description 
(Morgan, 2018), left assistant principals with no clear direction (Celikten, 2001; 
Weller & Weller, 2002). The lack of a clear job description created feelings of 
frustration (Celikten, 2001) and negatively impacted job performance 
(Oleszewski et al., 2012). 
I used organizational role theory as a framework for this research due to 
the mysterious and ambiguous roles and responsibilities that assistant principals 
fulfilled daily. Organizational role theory provided a framework to study 
perceptions of assistant principals regarding their roles, and perceptions of 
teachers regarding the assistant principals’ roles.  
Significance of the Study 
Administrative support from both the head principal as well as the 
assistant principals were vitally important to create a productive and positive 
school atmosphere and culture; however, teachers became frustrated with school 
administration and questioned whether or not assistant principals were actually 
doing their jobs, or at least how teachers perceived assistant principals should be 
doing their jobs (Bredeson, 1989). With that being said, did teachers in a middle 
school setting fully grasp what the roles were of their assistant principals, and 
better yet, did assistant principals know what their roles were? Professional 
literature highlighted the assistant principal position as one of the least researched 
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in the educational field (Hausman et al., 2002; Oliver, 2005; Weller & Weller, 
2002). Weller and Weller (2002) stated the role of the assistant principal was “one 
of the least researched and least discussed” (p. xiii) topics in literature focused on 
educational leadership. 
Additional study and research of assistant principals throughout all levels 
of school was imperative for numerous reasons. Oleszewski et al. (2012) stated 
there was a gap in research regarding the position of assistant principals in 
elementary, middle school, and high school levels. Oleszewski et al. (2012) 
proclaimed studies dedicated to the specific roles and responsibilities of an 
assistant principal would be beneficial, especially to determine if they were fully 
being utilized in 21st century education. Consequently, this study provided 
transparency into how assistant principals perceived their roles and 
responsibilities within the school, which could aid schools and districts in 
determining how to better utilize their positions to improve student achievement 
and growth, improve the working relationship between assistant principals and 
teachers, and also decrease role conflict and role ambiguity. With so few studies 
conducted regarding assistant principals, additional study and research was 
imperative to better understand the position as a whole. Ultimately, this study 
increased essential information to the under-researched position of assistant 
principals in literature regarding school administration and K-12 education. 
At the time of this study, I could not locate any existing studies examining 
the relationship of how middle school assistant principals perceived their roles 
and responsibilities within a school, as compared to how teachers perceived the 
roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals in a middle school setting. 
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This study served to gain better insight into the relationship of both middle school 
assistant principals’ and teachers’ perceptions, better prepare assistant principals 
for the position, solidify their most important roles and responsibilities, create a 
more factual job description, and fill a gap in research regarding the position of an 
assistant principal. Additionally, with a better and more realistic description of the 
actual roles and responsibilities of assistant principals, I hoped to improve the 
overall effectiveness of assistant principals and in turn, decrease the role conflict 
and role ambiguity they experience. 
Description of the Terms 
The purpose of a description of the terms was to aid the reader in better 
understanding and add clarity of the terminology utilized in this specific study. I 
provided the following terms to clarify any possible misconceptions in this study. 
Administrator 
For the purposes of this study, I defined administrator as an individual 
within a school that held the position of either a head principal or an assistant 
principal but not teaching positions. The position of administrator in a school was 
responsible for school leadership, involving duties that include instructional 
management and other responsibilities that focus on the overall school 
environment (Glanz, 1994). 
Assistant Principal 
For the purposes of this study, I defined an assistant principal as a school 
administrator who served as the direct subordinate to the principal of the school 
and assisted with the administrative responsibilities designated to him either by 
job description or directly assigned by the principal. The assistant principal was 
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also responsible for completing managerial tasks as well as instructional tasks 
within the school.  
Middle School 
 For the purposes of this study, I defined middle school as a school serving 
students from 6th grade to 8th grade. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
 For the purposes of this study, I defined the terms roles and 
responsibilities as one entity when describing the daily job duties of assistant 
principals. Additionally, this included their capacity within the school and their 
job obligations as perceived by both assistant principals and teachers. 
Teachers 
For the purposes of this study, I defined middle school teachers as licensed 
and certified individuals within the school setting who had a direct and immediate 
impact on student learning for students 6th grade to 8th grade.  
Organization of the Study 
In Chapter I of this study, I introduced the role paradox of a middle school 
assistant principal, highlighting the relationship between assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and teachers’ perceptions of the 
assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities within a middle school setting; the 
statement of the problem; research question regarding assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions and teachers’ perceptions; the theoretical framework of 
organizational role theory; the significance of the study; and a description of 
important terms. Chapter II included a review of the literature including the 
background and evolution of assistant principals, the roles and responsibilities of 
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assistant principals, how assistant principals perceived their roles, role conflict, 
role ambiguity, and how teachers perceived the roles and responsibilities of 
assistant principals. In Chapter III, I discussed the qualitative research approach 
of the study and the methods used to collect and analyze the data.  
After completing the study, in Chapter IV, I reported the results for the 
data collected based on Creswell’s (2014) six steps for data analysis. Finally, in 
Chapter V, I summarized the findings and considered implications for future 
research focused on the roles and responsibilities of middle school assistant 




Chapter II: Review of the Literature 
In the field of education, researchers focused on school leadership and 
how leadership impacted aspects of the school environment (Glanz, 1994; 
Hausman et al., 2002; Kindsvatter & Tosi, 1971; Leithwood & Sun, 2012; 
Sterrett, 2011; Sun & Shoho, 2017; Valentine & Prater, 2011; Wu & Wang, 
2015). Individuals, specifically educators, responded differently to the style of 
leadership under which they work (Martin, 2015). Additionally, Martin (2015) 
proposed leadership was an integral aspect of the educational organizations 
because the leaders develop and implement the vision for the school, motivate 
teachers and students, and create an unwavering environment throughout the ups 
and downs that a school day can bring. More specifically, educational leadership 
researchers focused mainly on the role of the principal, with little attention 
directed toward assistant principals (Petrides et al., 2014); however, assistant 
principals directly supported principals to fulfill the instructional needs of schools 
(Petrides et al., 2014). Researchers overlooked the impact of assistant principals 
as leaders of schools and instead dedicated research toward principals as the sole 
leaders of educational reform (Barnett et al., 2012).  
The assistant principal aided the principal in carrying out the functions of 
an individual school, comparable to a foreman in the construction world (Golden, 
1997). Weller and Weller (2002) affirmed the lack of a collective description for 
an assistant principal, while this individual fulfilled the job performing duties as 
otherwise specified. The research conducted regarding the assistant principalship 
position, prior to the 1980s, merely discussed the daily activities of the assistant 
principal (Hausman et al., 2002). Professional literature proposed the assistant 
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principal position was one of the least researched in the educational field 
(Hausman et al., 2002; Oliver, 2005; Weller & Weller, 2002). Weller and Weller 
(2002) stated the roles of the assistant principal was “one of the least researched 
and least discussed” (p. xiii) topics in educational leadership.  
In Chapter II, I presented an overview of existing research focused on the 
educational leadership responsibilities of the assistant principal. I first focused on 
the background and evolution of assistant principals, highlighting the historical 
growth and development of assistant principals over time. The review of literature 
then shifted to a description of the roles and responsibilities of assistant 
principals. The focus then moved to the legal requirements for assistant principals 
in Tennessee, the state where the study was conducted Since a large focus of this 
study was to investigate how assistant principals viewed their roles within the 
middle schools, a concentration of literature describing self-perceptions of their 
roles, highlighting role conflict and ambiguity, was examined. Finally, as an 
additional aspect of the study, this chapter concluded with teachers’ perceptions 
of the assistant principals’ roles, followed by a brief summarization of the entirety 
of literature reviewed. 
Background and Evolution of Assistant Principals 
Muijs and Harris (2003) proposed research was minimal in academic 
literature regarding assistant principals, with the majority of research focused on 
head principals. Sun and Shoho (2017) affirmed assistant principals were an 
integral aspect of a school, yet they were disregarded in professional literature.  
Little literature devoted to the assistant principal position existed until 
approximately 1900, as the majority of supervision of a school remained one of 
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the responsibilities of the superintendent, with very few individual schools 
assigned a designated principal (Glanz, 1994). As the United States continued to 
grow after the turn of the 20th century, more school-based administrative 
positions were established, and most schools acquired a head master or principal 
(Glanz, 1994). The earliest evidence of an assistant principal dates back to 1967, 
when the National Association of Elementary School Principals (1970) described 
the position as a head assistant who should be qualified to manage the school 
while the head principal was absent.  
When the position of head principal was initially created, the job simply 
added responsibilities to be fulfilled by a classroom teacher on the school’s 
teaching staff, while still teaching their assigned classes (Glanz, 1994); however, 
by 1920, head principals were relieved of additional teaching responsibilities 
(Glanz, 1994). As school systems became multifaceted in the early 20th century, 
which created more administrative positions, the demand for assistant principals 
increased. Beginning around the 1920s, assistant principals, first called general 
supervisors, helped with school supervision and supported the principal with 
needs that arose (Glanz, 1994). The aide, or assistant, roles that general 
supervisors provided to head principals became the assistant principal. This 
subordinate position of assistant principal performed all duties assigned by the 
principal, which included managerial type tasks, such as data collection, student 
attendance, and school program scheduling (Glanz, 1994; Sun & Shoho, 2017). 
As the job of principal became more demanding after World War II, due 
to the baby boom causing a rapid increase in public school populations, the 
position of assistant principal became more common and, in turn, an official 
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position within U.S. school systems (Panyako & Rorie, 1987; Shockley & Smith, 
1981). Rarely during this time period did school superintendents select 
individuals and place them in a school as an assistant principal (Glanz, 1994). 
More often, principals appointed teachers within the same school to become the 
assistant principal (Glanz, 1994). Even though assistant principals became more 
utilized in the 1940s and 1950s, little information and exploration regarding the 
position existed throughout the United States until the 1970s (Kindsvatter & Tosi, 
1971). Due to a rapid growth in the student population, the position materialized 
out of necessity with little attention dedicated to the overall purpose and 
description of the position within the school (Mertz, 2000). 
Assistant principals, originally assigned managerial type roles (e.g., 
student supervision, custodial tasks, student attendance) by principals, began to be 
viewed as part of the educational leadership within a school beginning in the mid 
to late 1970s (Hausman et al., 2002). Hausman et al. (2002) examined the 
historical impact of assistant principals and found, due to the managerial type 
roles assigned to them, research conducted throughout the 1980s remained only 
surface level, focused on the activities assistant principals accomplished each 
school day. By the mid 1990s, with more pressure being placed on schools to 
succeed in terms of student achievement, the role of assistant principal began to 
shift from managerial to more instructional in nature as they assisted classroom 
teachers with daily instructional practices and focused on classroom lesson 
observations and classroom management strategies (Sun & Shoho, 2017).  
Sun and Shoho (2017) studied the evolution of assistant principals and 
discovered they fulfilled similar responsibilities in 2017 as they did in the 
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mid-1990s. Individuals who serve as assistant principals were the next in line to 
fulfill the position of head principal (Militello et al., 2015). The position was one 
of importance, being considered by Mercer (2016) as the person most often 
responsible for the initial interaction with individual school administrators (i.e., 
head principals and assistant principals), who most stakeholders encountered 
when they entered a school building. Even though the position was considered to 
be one of importance, little was known about assistant principal effectiveness, as 
research lacked a definitive definition of the position (Militello et al., 2015). 
Roles and Responsibilities of Assistant Principals 
The large number of duties performed made it difficult to find a concise 
description of the daily role of an assistant principal (Celikten, 2001; Weller & 
Weller, 2002). Unlike a teacher, who could prepare a lesson plan for each day’s 
work, there would be no way for assistant principals to prepare for exactly what 
each school day would entail (Celikten, 2001; Weller & Weller, 2002). Marshall 
and Hooley (2006) defined the roles of assistant principals as a job that involved 
multitasking, speed in implementation, and creativity. Barnett et al. (2012) 
conducted a study that examined the roles and responsibilities of 37 assistant 
principals in southern Texas by analyzing data through a qualitative approach 
involving semi-structured interviews. This study conducted by Barnett et al. 
(2012) found it imperative for assistant principals to be emotionally intelligent, 
flexible, and people persons to successfully fulfill their roles and responsibilities. 
Behavior Management Roles and Responsibilities  
Hartzell et al. (1995) conducted research that addressed the issues that first 
year assistant principals experienced and how to better prepare the assistant 
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principals for the transition from teacher to administrator. Ninety first-year 
assistant principals were interviewed, and close to 100% of them stated student 
discipline took the majority of an assistant principal’s time regardless of the 
school location, size, or demographics. Because student discipline appeared to be 
one of the more time-consuming tasks, teachers referenced assistant principals as 
the enforcer of rules (Glanz, 1994; Williams, 2012). In a qualitative study that 
involved 25 assistant principals in Turkey, Celikten (2001) reported 92% 
considered themselves to be the school-wide disciplinarian. Most often, principals 
assigned duties to the assistant principals and divided those duties between the 
total number of assistant principals on staff (Coppedge, 1968; Kindsvatter & Tosi, 
1971; Lochmiller & Karnopp, 2016). Subsequently, assistant principals, assigned 
to an entire grade level by their principals, remained responsible for student 
discipline and teacher evaluations within that grade level (Johnson-Taylor & 
Martin, 2007).  
Operational Roles and Responsibilities 
Within student management, the 25 assistant principals in the qualitative 
study conducted by Celikten (2001) stated a major responsibility was student 
supervision, such as actively monitoring students throughout the school day 
during student arrival to campus, class changes, lunch, dismissal, and afterschool 
events. Hausman et al. (2002), through data analyzation from 125 assistant 
principal surveys in Maine, identified additional responsibilities of assistant 
principals, which included staff support, athletic event supervision, community 
engagement, principal fill in, building and maintenance operations, bus 
transportation, parental communication, locks, and lockers. Militello et al. (2015) 
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conducted a study to gather data and better understand how assistant principals 
viewed their roles, with responses from 56 active assistant principals in North 
Carolina. Through this study, Militello et al. (2015) highlighted similar 
responsibilities of assistant principals and stated their roles revolved around 
maintaining discipline, monitoring students, evaluating teachers, and 
communicating with parents. 
Muñoz and Barber’s (2010) qualitative study, which involved 636 
assistant principals across the state of Kentucky, suggested the roles and 
responsibilities of assistant principals varied depending on the state, district, 
school, or even principals for whom they work. Sun and Shoho (2017) suggested 
government mandates required the roles and responsibilities of assistant principals 
to change continually. The common responsibilities in which assistant principals 
participated on a daily basis included undefined duties (Barnett et al., 2012). 
Often these duties could not be found in the assistant principals’ job descriptions 
and varied from school to school (Oleszewski et al., 2012). Even though the roles 
and responsibilities assistant principals fulfilled were obtuse, researchers agreed 
assistant principals remained responsible for managerial tasks, student discipline, 
and student attendance issues (Austin, 1972; Barnett et al., 2012; Coppedge, 
1968; Glanz, 1994; Lochmiller & Karnopp, 2016; Marshal & Hooley, 2006; 
Mertz, 2000; Militello et al., 2015; Porter, 1996; Scoggins & Bishop, 1993). 
Additionally, Hartzell et al. (1995) noted, in a book regarding the experiences of 
90 first-year assistant principals, if assistant principals were in charge of a specific 
grade level, they often run a school within a school. Even with duties assigned to 
them by their principals, Austin (1972) stated assistant principals were 
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everywhere throughout a school and typically handled crisis-type situations. 
Celikten’s (2001) supported this claim and reported 88% of the 25 assistant 
principals stated their job was to do whatever was necessary in the moment to 
maintain a safe and productive school environment. 
Instructional Roles and Responsibilities 
Additionally, assistant principals supported teachers with classroom needs, 
such as classroom management, and aided students with challenges they 
experienced, such as peer conflict and academic struggles (Barnett et al., 2012). 
The roles and responsibilities of an assistant principal evolved to include more 
instructional undertakings, making job descriptions even more complex 
(Oleszewski et al., 2012). The roles of the assistant principals also varied 
depending on their professional experience, with more instructional 
responsibilities, such as implementing professional development, placed on more 
seasoned assistants (Kwan & Walker, 2012). While assistant principals never 
knew what the day held for them and made decisions quickly, Mercer (2016) 
suggested that assistant principals must be moral and ethical to make a lasting 
difference in the life of students.  
Legal Requirements for Assistant Principals in Tennessee 
School principals and assistant principals in Tennessee were evaluated 
under the Tennessee Instructional Leadership Standards (TILS) (Tennessee 
Department of Education, n.d.). The TILS, most recently revised in July 2018, 
established the structural guidelines of the evaluation rubric for principals and 
assistant principals, which defined clear expectations through sets of indicators 
and descriptors (Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). The indicators and 
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descriptors for the TILS evaluation rubric were categorized under four main 
standards: Instructional Leadership for Continuous Improvement, Culture for 
Teaching and Learning, Professional Learning and Growth, and Resource 
Management (Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). For each standard, the 
TILS utilized the phrase ethical and effective instructional leadership to 
emphasize the importance that ethical and effective instructional leadership 
played in the daily roles of a school principal and assistant principal (Tennessee 
Department of Education, 2018).  
The TILS formed the foundation of the expectations the state of 
Tennessee, placed on both principals and assistant principals, that ensured schools 
be led by qualified individuals (Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). The 
Tennessee Department of Education (2018) stated, “Attributes such as honesty, 
respect, inclusiveness, sound judgement, commitment, fairness, compassion, work 
ethic, and a genuine belief that all children can learn and grow contribute to the 
foundation of ethical behavior connected to leadership” (p. 1). 
The Tennessee Department of Education (n.d.) listed the minimum 
requirements necessary for an individual to become eligible for a job as a school 
principal or assistant principal: 
• Possess an Instructional Leaders License (ILL); 
• Be at least 18 years old; 




• Complete an approved instructional leadership preparation program 
and be recommended for licensure by the Educator Preparation 
Programs/Providers; 
• Provide evidence of three years qualifying preK-12 education working 
experience; 
• Meet all assessment requirements as specified by the State Board of 
Education—pass the School Leaders Licensure Assessment with a 
score of 151 or higher; and 
• Ensure the department has official transcripts of all credits earned 
through as institution of higher education (Tennessee Department of 
Education, n.d.). 
In addition, Tennessee established different levels of administrator licenses, all of 
which involve the same requirements previously mentioned (Tennessee 
Department of Education, n.d.). The Instructional Leader License—Aspiring 
could be used by an individual for three years, was not eligible to be renewed, and 
allowed an individual to serve as an assistant principal while also enrolled in an 
approved principal preparation program (Tennessee Department of Education, 
n.d.). For a new administrator to advance their beginner ILL to the professional 
status, they must have fulfilled the following stipulations: 
• Currently be serving as a school administrator; 
• Evaluated under the TILS for two years; 
• Completed the Tennessee Academy for School Leaders hours for each 
year as a serving administrator (14 hours); 
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• Submit for license renewal through the state department of education, 
through the TNCompass website (Tennessee Department of Education, 
n.d.). 
Assistant principals fulfilled an important part of a school administrative 
team, along with the head principal (Rousmaniere, 2014). The head principal 
fulfilled the position of overarching manager of an individual school, with the 
responsibility of the implementation of educational practices with the expectation 
of producing positive student academic growth and achievement (Ediger, 2014). 
Researchers suggested with the growing expectations for schools to show 
academic improvement, the supporting roles of assistant principals fulfilled one of 
importance but one that was overlooked in academic research (Glanz, 1994; Sun 
& Shoho, 2017). 
Within the four indicators of the TILS rubric, roles and responsibilities an 
assistant principal possibly could have fulfilled were highlighted (Tennessee 
Department of Education, 2018). Providing teachers with feedback on their 
lessons and lesson plans, tracking and monitoring student benchmark testing 
results, tracking student attendance, conducting student discipline referrals, and 
creating intervention plans for at-risk students emphasized the roles and 
responsibilities of assistant principals under the Instructional Leadership for 
Continuous Improvement TILS standard (Tennessee Department of Education, 
2018). Meeting with the school leadership team, monitoring PLCs, establishing 
school-wide student expectations and routines, creating the school safety plan, 
implementing emergency drills, leading professional development, and 
maintaining the school website fulfilled the roles and responsibilities of assistant 
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principals under the Culture for Teaching and Learning TILS standard 
(Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). Teacher observations, educational 
conferences, student academic progress, and self-reflections summarized the roles 
and responsibilities of assistant principals under the Professional Learning and 
Growth TILS standard (Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). Partnering 
with community members, aiding the creation and implementation of the school 
improvement plan, and aiding with the school budget summarized the roles and 
responsibilities of assistant principals in the final TILS standard, Resource 
Management (Tennessee Department of Education, 2018).  
Middle Schools 
 Armstrong (2006) stated when the middle school movement began to take 
shape in the 1960s, researchers acknowledged the importance in development of 
students aged 11-15 years old. Tamer (2012) noted K-8 schools were most 
common in the United States until the 1950s when the junior high model of 7th to 
9th grades was introduced. During the 1960s the junior high model began to 
transition to the 6-8 middle school model that was most common in the 21st 
century (Tamer, 2012). The developmental needs of middle school aged students 
involved intellectual, social, and emotional needs, all of which revolve around the 
onset of puberty (Armstrong, 2006). Weilbacher (2019) noted the push toward a 
middle school model revolved around the maturation of girls and boys and 
recommended creating an environment in a smaller school setting to better meet 
their growth needs. Olofson and Knight (2018) reiterated this belief and declared 
the middle school model of 6th to 8th grades serve to best meet the needs of 
young adolescents. Necessary structures such as trained educators, an 
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understanding and nurturing school atmosphere and more flexible scheduling, 
were necessary for a more productive middle school environment (Olofson & 
Knight, 2018). Schaefer et al. (2016) highlighted the importance for teachers and 
administrators to be better educated and knowledgeable of the needs of middle 
school aged adolescents to best prepare them for the transition to high school. Due 
to the gap in research regarding middle schools and assistant principals, the 
purpose of this study focused specifically on middle school assistant principals. 
Assistant Principals’ Self-Perceptions of Their Roles 
Riding and Rayner (2001) defined self-perception as how an individual 
felt about himself in his roles, in turn directly impacting overall job performance. 
A study conducted by Glanz (1994) examined questionnaire responses from 92 
assistant principals in New York City. Over 90% of the 92 assistant principal 
respondents stated administrative paperwork, scheduling issues, parental contacts, 
and supervision of students in various capacities occupied the majority of their 
days (Glanz, 1994). Even though respondents stated most of their time was spent 
on student discipline, they ranked teacher training as the most valued aspect of 
their jobs, while student discipline ranked closer to the bottom (Glanz, 1994).  
Glanz (1994) noted assistant principals felt their roles lacked any sort of 
instructional characteristics. Glanz conducted a stratified random sampling of 92 
assistant principals in New York City; in this study, 99% of assistant principals 
felt their jobs were important but lacked professional responsibilities (Glanz, 
1994). Hausman et al. (2002) reported assistant principals spent the most amount 
of time on student discipline, and the study also affirmed the least amount of time 
spent was on instructional leadership and school finances. Assistant principals, 
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though, felt instructional leadership, which included observing teachers and 
focusing solely on classroom performance, was a major part of their roles (Sun & 
Shoho, 2017). Sun and Shoho (2017) affirmed assistant principals felt a sense of 
accomplishment when schools produced high academic growth and achievement.  
Assistant principals noted they spend a lot more time at school working 
than they did as a classroom teacher (Hartzell et al., 1995). Additional meetings, 
such as Individual Education Plans (IEP) and various parent meetings, proved to 
not only take up an exorbitant amount of time but also caused high stress levels in 
assistant principals (Hartzell et al., 1995). After school events that could be 
avoided as a teacher became unavoidable as an assistant principal, which 
commonly caused 12-hour work days, especially during sports seasons (Hartzell 
et al., 1995).  
My primary job is student discipline, but I’m asked to help teachers 
improve, place student teachers, develop the master schedule, strengthen 
curriculum, attend meetings for the principal, work on the budget, evaluate 
personnel, and complete reports. Sometimes I’m flying by the seat of my 
pants and my day starts at 6:30 a.m. and ends at 7:00 p.m. (Weller & 
Weller, 2002, p. 13) 
Due to student discipline and the negative connotation associated with it, 
assistant principals stated it was imperative to maintain strong student 
relationships (Hartzell et al., 1995). This required assistant principals to go the 
extra mile by getting out of the front office and interacting with students in 
classrooms, hallways, and the cafeteria. The importance of relationships, as 
proposed by Boles et al.’s (2003) organizational role theory, was a subcategory of 
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the theoretical framework of role theory, giving researchers the capability to focus 
attention on explicit relationships at the individual, shared, and structural levels.  
Survey results of 125 assistant principals in Maine revealed various forms 
of student issues, mainly discipline, to be the most time-consuming task 
(Hausman et al., 2002). Since discipline proved to be the main responsibility of an 
assistant principal, and most assistant principals considered themselves to be the 
disciplinarian, Williams (2012) declared fairness and consistency should be 
imperative. Petrides et al. (2014) study involving 45 assistant principals in 
California confirmed discipline to be their main responsibility, as participants 
referred to themselves as the enforcer of the school rules. 
Porter (1996) found assistant principals affirmed their roles as those who 
assisted with the needs of the principal at any time throughout the day. Mertz 
(2000) noted each assistant principal interviewed differed in his role, dependent 
on what responsibilities his principal assigned and how much autonomy he had at 
the school. Assistant principals noted their main roles in the school was to do 
whatever the principal told them to do, which included the jobs the principal did 
not want to do themselves (Kwan & Walker, 2012).  
When assistant principals were asked to describe their roles within the 
school they responded with discipline, student absenteeism issues, and student 
supervision throughout the school day (Celikten, 2001). Additionally, assistant 
principals commented that although they had a written job description, most 
considered it to be arbitrary (Celikten, 2001). These assistant principals concluded 
the duties they felt most likely to fulfill daily did not make it into their initial 
documented job description received (Celikten, 2001). Surveyed assistant 
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principals acknowledged student management consumed the majority of their 
time with the least amount of time devoted to instructional leadership (Hausman 
et al., 2002). Weller and Weller (2002) wrote ensuring a safe school environment 
should be the main focus of any assistant principal; however, Johnson-Taylor and 
Martin (2007) conducted a study with assistant principals who ranked teacher 
evaluations as their most important responsibility. 
In 2012, assistant principals noted textbook and academic needs, 
disciplining students, and bus transportation took up the majority of their days 
(Oleszewski, 2012). A quantitative study of 331 assistant principals in Hong 
Kong conducted by Kwan and Walker (2012) compared assistant principals’ 
actual responsibilities with what they considered to be ideal for their roles within 
the school. Kwan and Walker (2012) found misalignment regarding assistant 
principals’ perceptions of what responsibilities they considered to be ideal and 
what their actual responsibilities were, given their initial job descriptions as 
compared to their actual daily tasks. Due to the misalignment of ideal and actual 
responsibilities, Kwan and Walker (2012) noted assistant principals felt less 
satisfied in their roles. Militello et al. (2015) reported assistant principals 
perceived their roles to be somewhat menial and involved student discipline, 
supervision, and textbook inventory.  
Additionally, Hausman et al. (2002) found assistant principals typically 
completed school paperwork on their own time due to the chaos of a typical 
school day not permitting it to be completed. The participants of the study also 
reported working 55 hours a week on average, exceeding that amount of time 
during peak sports seasons.  
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Porter (1996) stated, “Assistant principals need to take charge of their 
image and project confidence in the importance of their work” (p. 3). Hausman 
et al. (2002) declared assistant principals most valued their working relationships 
with staff when conducting their typical daily routines. In addition, assistant 
principals found themselves to be more relationship-focused than the head 
principals (Hausman et al., 2002). Assistant principals perceived to be successful 
in their roles needed excellent time management and performance expectations, 
positive working relationships, and an understanding of the academic curriculum 
(Barnett et al., 2012). Barnett et al. (2012) also noted, through their interviews of 
assistant principals, perceptions and expectations of their roles did not differ 
substantially based on how long they had served as an assistant principal.  
Role Ambiguity 
Marshall and Hooley (2006) stated, “Role ambiguity means that the 
assistant principal’s roles and duties include many gray areas—ill-defined, 
inconsistent, and at times incoherent responsibilities, roles, and resources” (p. 7). 
94% of assistant principals claimed they did not perform any instructional 
leadership activities due to the lack of a role description (Celikten, 2001). The 
lack of a clear, concise job description created feelings of frustration (Celikten, 
2001) and negatively impacted job performance (Oleszewski et al., 2012). 
“Standardizing job responsibilities of assistant principals within a district would 
decrease ambiguity, help them understand what was expected, and help others to 
understand the nature of the position” (Moore, 2009, p. 66). Additionally, 
Hartenian et al. (2011) defined role ambiguity as lacking clarity of a job 
description in an individual’s workplace, leading to increased anxiety. Role 
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ambiguity, caused by an incoherent and poorly defined job description (Morgan, 
2018), left assistant principals with no clear direction (Celikten, 2001; Weller & 
Weller, 2002). 
A study conducted by Glanz (1994) in New York City noted 
dissatisfaction in close to 100% of the 164 assistant principals surveyed in their 
roles, which consisted mainly of managerial and custodial tasks. Interviews 
conducted by Hartzell et al. (1995) highlighted assistant principals lacked an 
understanding of everything the job entailed, and most felt their graduate classes 
did not prepare them for the intricacies of the job. Muijs and Harris (2003) 
surveyed over 400 assistant principals in Australia and noted the majority of 
participants stated their roles lacked clarity and direction. An ill-defined job 
description, excessive workload, and the daily challenges involved in the position 
caused assistant principals to feel defeated and fall short of their personal 
expectations (Barnett et al., 2012).  
Kindsvatter and Tosi (1971) asserted ambiguity arose due to the necessity 
for assistant principals within schools, with little educational planning for the 
roles ever taking place. Mercer (2016) declared role ambiguity was created early 
in the assistant principals’ careers due to their classroom teaching experiences and 
graduate level courses not properly preparing them for their new roles. Hausman 
et al. (2002) identified role ambiguity as one of the major causes of job burnout 
and reasons for why assistant principals left the field of school administration. 
Marshall and Hooley (2006) found assistant principals who desired to become 
head principals typically experienced job satisfaction; however, assistant 
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principals became less satisfied with their roles when the actual responsibilities 
did not align with what they considered to be ideal (Kwan & Walker, 2012).  
Role Conflict 
When excessive demand was placed on assistant principals, with little 
time left to focus on professional advancement or personal life, role conflict 
occurred (Marshall & Hooley, 2006). Kwan and Walker (2012) noted assistant 
principals experienced a major difference in what they did and what they 
considered important. An individual’s personal values, available resources, and 
workplace policies led to role conflict (Hartenian et al., 2011). When an 
individual experienced role conflict, it caused them to be stressed, dissatisfied, 
and negatively impacted job performance (Hartenian et al., 2011).  
Discipline caused the most role conflict, according to assistant principals 
interviewed by Hartzell et al. (1995). They acknowledged role conflict in these 
situations but also asserted a major problem in that teachers lacked knowledge of 
what happened behind closed doors through conversations and counseling with 
students (Hartzell et al., 1995). These assistant principals struggled from time to 
time because assistant principals were tasked to support teachers at all times, but 
actions by teachers may be deemed indefensible (Hartzell et al., 1995; Hausman 
et al., 2002). According to Petrides et al. (2014): 
Bolman and Deal . . . noted that new assistant principals may experience a 
period of disillusionment and disappointment as they uncover underlying 
day-to-day challenges in their work and school sites, and they noted that 
these experiences may result in rapid turnover. (p. 176) 
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Jobs assigned to assistant principals’ conflict, in turn making their jobs difficult to 
perform and leaving them dissatisfied (Marshall & Hooley, 2006). In addition, 
role conflict and work overload decreased the assistant principal’s likelihood to 
take on additional initiatives in the school (Marshall & Hooley, 2006). With 
increasing duties assigned to assistant principals and their roles being transitioned 
from less managerial to more instructional, the additional duties caused role 
conflict (Lochmiller & Karnopp, 2016). 
 Biddle (1986) stated, “[Organizational role theory] explains roles by 
presuming that persons are members of social positions and hold expectations for 
their own behaviors and those of other persons” (p. 67). In essence, roles within 
an organization were created by individual behaviors in reaction to circumstantial 
needs. Operational norms were associated with specific roles within an 
organization, but each individual’s expectations of those norms differed (Biddle, 
1986). Differing views of the operational norms could be influenced by the actual 
description of the job and the influence of the various groups that formed the 
organization (Biddle, 1986). This included role conflict within an organization, 
role ambiguity, and a lack of clear and concise expectations, which can result 
from the role interactions and integration within an organization (Boles et al., 
2003). 
Teachers’ Perceptions of Assistant Principals’ Roles 
Teachers’ perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles was important 
because it impacted teacher morale and directly influenced overall job 
performance (Weller & Weller, 2002): 
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Perceptions are personal beliefs that trigger actions and reactions to 
problems, situations, and the environment. When perceptions toward one 
or more work attributes are negative, the potential for conflict is high, 
morale is low, and poor performance generally results. Positive attitudes 
and perceptions promote productivity, moral, and job satisfaction. 
(pp. 43-44) 
Teachers viewed assistant principals in a more positive manner when teachers 
knew assistant principals valued them (Weller & Weller, 2002). Hausman et al.’s 
(2002) study of 125 assistant principals reported teachers perceived their assistant 
principals to advocate for them, especially regarding student discipline. Mercer 
(2016) wrote assistant principals fall under a microscope, causing them to be 
unofficially assessed daily by their teachers. These teachers expected them to 
model ideal characteristics at all times (Mercer, 2016). 
Teachers felt the assistant principal should support them, give meaningful 
feedback, and actively listen to them (Bredeson, 1989). Hartzell et al. (1995) 
acknowledged teachers only fully understood the roles of an assistant principals 
when teachers became an assistant principal themselves, and even then, assistant 
principals were caught off guard by the amount of duties expected of their roles. 
A study by Oleszewski et al. (2012) declared teachers viewed their assistant 
principal as the school disciplinarian with few additional responsibilities. Balyer 
et al. (2017), through purposeful sampling and interviews of 20 teachers in the 
qualitative study, noted all 20 teachers felt one important role of the assistant 
principal was to empower teachers to become better teachers and teacher leaders. 
Balyer et al. (2017) further emphasized for teachers to feel empowered by their 
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assistant principals, it was imperative for there to be a relationship of trust 
between the teacher and the assistant principal. Clear and concise communication 
between assistant principals and teachers proved to be integral to the process of 
building a relationship of trust (Balyer et al., 2017). Morgan (2018) noted teachers 
lacked insight into the job of an assistant principal. This lack of insight led 
teachers to gossip about the assistant principal, simply due to the overall lack of 
knowledge the teachers had regarding the assistant principal’s job requirements 
(Morgan, 2018). As a result, teachers became frustrated due to assistant principals 
not meeting their expectations of what the teachers thought the assistant principal 
should be doing (Morgan, 2018). 
Though teachers struggled to pinpoint the exact role of the assistant 
principal, teachers also readily acknowledged their importance within a school 
setting (Austin & Brown, 1970). Austin and Brown (1970) conducted teacher 
interviews regarding their perceptions of their assistant principals, and one 
interviewee stated the following: 
In essence, the assistant held things together; he was the man who was the 
operational leader on an hour-to-hour basis . . . Beneath all the trivia there 
is an important fact lurking – the assistant principal is the man who makes 
the school. He is the one who plugs the gaps where they are and sees that 
things get done. The principal is the link with the outside. [The assistant 
principal] is, incidentally, the link to the principal for most teachers. 
(p. 23) 
For teachers to feel supported, they wanted their assistant principals not to be a 
micromanager and to simply let them teach (Bredeson, 1989). Marshall and 
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Hooley (2006) noted the necessity for teachers to have reasonable expectations of 
the assistant principal, even though the teachers considered assistant principals’ 
roles to be unclear. Teachers perceived building positive relationships, trust, and 
good communication to be characteristics assistant principals should possess 
(Balyer et al., 2017).  
Summary of Review of the Literature 
Researchers agreed assistant principals fulfilled an important role in the 
daily operations of a school, whether taking care of student discipline or fulfilling 
roles regarding instructional leadership, such as teacher evaluations and leading 
professional development, as noted in the TILS indicators and descriptors 
(Tennessee Department of Education, 2018). Weller and Weller (2002) noted the 
role of assistant principals was one of the least researched positions in education. 
Barnett et al. (2012) agreed, stating studies on principals overshadowed the 
important roles of assistant principals in schools.  
For one to become an assistant principal, he must have fulfilled the same 
requirements that an individual does to be a principal (Glanz, 2004). The position 
of assistant principal, developed in the early 20th century (Glanz, 1994) and 
evolved into an updated role, consisting of managerial tasks with little focus 
placed on instructional leadership roles (Hausman et al., 2002). Assistant 
principals’ self-perceptions of their roles within the school varied, depending on 
the state, district, or even the individual school, which led to role conflict and role 
ambiguity among assistant principals (Sun & Shoho, 2017). These 
self-perceptions proved to be marred due to the assistant principals’ struggles with 
role ambiguity and role conflict (Marshall & Hooley, 2006). Teachers’ 
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expectations of assistant principals and how teachers viewed the role of the 
assistant in schools varied as well, but the roles of assistant principals fulfilled an 
integral part of the school, especially that of a disciplinarian (Oleszewski et al., 
2012). 
Through a thorough review of existing literature, I noted an existing gap 
concerning assistant principals in general, but more specifically, middle school 
assistant principals. Additionally, a gap existed regarding assistant principals’ 
views of their roles in schools compared to how teachers viewed the role of the 
assistant principal. This qualitative study filled that gap by sending questionnaires 
to both teachers and assistant principals in a middle school setting. More details 
regarding this qualitative approach has been described in the following 
Methodology chapter of this document.
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Educational leadership researchers focused on the role of the principal, 
with little attention directed toward assistant principals; however, assistant 
principals directly supported principals to fulfill the instructional needs of schools 
(Petrides et al., 2014). Researchers overlooked the impact of assistant principals 
as leaders of schools and instead dedicated research toward principals as the sole 
leaders of educational reform (Barnett et al., 2012). The assistant principal aided 
the principal in carrying out the functions of an individual school, comparable to a 
foreman in the construction world (Golden, 1997). Weller and Weller (2002) 
affirmed the lack of a collective description for an assistant principal, while 
typically this individual fulfilled the job performing duties as otherwise specified.  
The research conducted regarding the assistant principalship position, 
prior to the 1980s, merely discussed the daily activities of the assistant principal 
(Hausman et al., 2002). Researchers proposed the assistant principal position was 
one of the least researched in the educational field (Hausman et al., 2002; Oliver, 
2005; Weller & Weller, 2002). Weller and Weller stated the role of the assistant 
principal was “one of the least researched and least discussed” (p. xiii) topics in 
educational leadership. Given the existing gap in research regarding assistant 
principals in general, the purpose of this study was to explore the relationship 
between middle school assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and 





Merriam and Tisdell (2016) defined qualitative researchers as “interested 
in understanding how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their 
worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (p. 6). The essence 
of qualitative research was not simply focused on the data collected and the 
outcome but also the process and the understanding of the how and why of the 
outcome (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Qualitative research, grounded in approaches 
and techniques of anthropologists and sociologists, utilized the process of asking 
circumstantial questions to participants to better understand how their experiences 
shape their views of the world around them (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).  
I utilized a qualitative interpretive approach to conduct my study of 
assistant principals’ self-perceptions and teachers’ perceptions of the roles and 
responsibilities of assistant principals in middle schools in Tennessee. Merriam 
and Tisdell (2016) described a qualitative interpretive study as appropriate when a 
researcher was “interested in how people interpret their experiences, how they 
construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” 
(p. 24). Although researchers categorized a qualitative interpretive study as a 
basic study, the overall objective was to better comprehend how people perceived 
their individual daily experiences (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  
As a part of the qualitative interpretive study design, I chose to use 
questionnaires for both middle school assistant principal and teacher participants. 
Questionnaires were another way to interview participants of a study without 
being face-to-face, either through an online platform or via telephone (Creswell & 
Creswell, 2018). Creswell and Creswell (2018) categorized questionnaires as 
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interviews, only through a web-based or email platform. Denscombe (2007) stated 
questionnaires in research should be utilized when a researcher wanted to collect 
and analyze data. Additionally, questionnaires, when given to multiple 
participants, should be comprised of a list of duplicate questions (Denscombe, 
2007).  
Questionnaires work on the premise that if you want to find out something 
about people and their attitudes you simply go and ask them what it is you 
want to know, and get the information ‘straight from the horse’s mouth’. 
(Denscombe, 2007, p. 154) 
When there were a large number of participants in a study, participants were not 
all in the same location, or the overall number questions were brief, it was 
advantageous to use questionnaires (Denscombe, 2007). I used the data collected 
through the questionnaires to highlight themes of assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and teachers’ perceptions of 
assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities in middle schools in Tennessee.  
Role of the Researcher 
My role in this study included being the only individual involved in the 
collection of the questionnaire data (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016), which Creswell 
and Creswell (2018) declared involved several issues in the qualitative research 
approach (e.g., researcher bias, background of the researcher, personal values, 
socioeconomic status). In addition, I also had first-hand experience as a teacher 
and an assistant principal. These experiences better enabled me to interpret the 
questionnaire responses I received from both teachers and assistant principals. To 
mitigate this possible bias, I collected questionnaires until the point of saturation. 
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In addition, I triangulated the data I collected by receiving questionnaires that 
reflected the perspectives of participants at 15 middle schools. I utilized the 
web-based program SurveyMonkey for the questionnaire data collection, never 
being in the same location with the middle school assistant principals or teachers 
at the time they participated in answering the questionnaires. I did not use 
arbitrary questions within the questionnaire, and confirmed, through conducting a 
pilot study, that all questions provided to the participants were deliberate to aid in 
answering my two research questions: What are assistant principals’ perceptions 
of their roles and responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee? What are 
teachers’ perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities within 
middle schools in Tennessee?  
Participants of the Study 
Creswell and Creswell (2018) stated participants in a research study must 
be purposefully selected to properly answer the research questions. Merriam and 
Tisdell (2016) echoed a similar sentiment, stating participants must be individuals 
with perspectives that will provide the interviewer information desired to answer 
the research questions. I obtained the participants for this study from the total 
population of middle school assistant principals and middle school teachers in the 
Salsbury School District (SSD) (pseudonym) located in Tennessee. With 15 
middle schools, SSD employs approximately 50 middle school assistant principals 
and approximately 1,000 teachers. The number of assistant principals in each 
school varied, with the smallest having two assistant principals and the largest 
consisting of six assistant principals. The teaching staff of each middle school in 
SSD varied as well, ranging from approximately 30 teachers in the smallest 
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middle school to approximately 80 in the largest middle school. For the purposes 
of this study, I defined teachers as licensed and certified individuals within the 
school setting who had a direct and immediate impact on student learning for 
students in 6th to 8th grades. I chose all teachers within the middle school setting. 
Additionally, I defined an assistant principal as a school administrator who served 
as the direct subordinate to the principal of the school and assisted with the 
administrative responsibilities designated to him either by job description or 
directly assigned by the principal. 
For the purposes of this study, these middle school teachers and assistant 
principals were selected via purposeful sampling. Merriam and Tisdell (2016) 
stated, “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the investigator 
wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and must select a sample from 
which the most can be learned” (p. 96). In this study, teachers and assistant 
principals in SSD fulfilled this requirement of Merriam and Tisdell’s (2016) 
recommendation for sampling and the selection of a source where the most 
information can be learned. Through the use of purposeful sampling, I collected 
data from only middle school assistant principals and middle school teachers with 
at least one assistant principal in their schools. 
Data Collection 
Creswell and Creswell (2018) categorized questionnaires as interviews, 
only through a web-based or email platform. Denscombe (2007) stated 
questionnaires in research could be utilized when a researcher wanted to collect 
and analyze data in the most productive manner possible, such as utilizing an 
online platform to send questionnaires and obtain participant responses. 
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Additionally, Denscombe (2007) recommended questionnaires, when given to 
multiple participants, should include identical questions (Denscombe, 2007).  
Questionnaires should be utilized when the researcher wants to get a snap 
shot of participant’s attitude toward a particular topic, by asking direct questions 
to get information straight from the participants (Denscombe, 2007). Denscombe 
(2007) stated when there were a large number of participants in a study, 
participants were not all in the same location, or the overall number of questions 
were brief, it was advantageous to use questionnaires (Denscombe, 2007). I used 
the data collected through the questionnaires to highlight themes of assistant 
principals’ self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and teachers’ 
perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities in middle schools in 
one Tennessee school district and used those themes to answer the following 
research questions: What are assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and 
responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee? What are teachers’ 
perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities within middle 
schools in Tennessee?  
To gain appropriate data to answer the research questions, I included both 
closed- and open-ended questions about middle school assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions and teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and 
responsibilities in the middle school setting to obtain the most organic responses. 
I designed the questionnaire to directly answer my two research questions, which 
contained opinion and values questions, experience and behavior questions, 
knowledge questions, and background/demographic questions (Merriam & 
Tisdell, 2016). I piloted the questionnaire at a middle school, which included five 
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assistant principals and 70 teachers, and was not part of my study, to make 
necessary adjustments to my questions and better estimate the amount of time it 
would take participants to complete (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). My pilot study 
included a 61% response rate from teachers with an average of 7 minutes spent on 
the survey and an 80% response rate from assistant principals with an average of 
15 minutes spent on the survey. After analyzing my pilot study results, I chose to 
adjust the first two questions for assistant principal participants and the first 
question for teacher participants. These questions involved background and 
demographic information regarding either full years teaching or full years as an 
assistant principal. I modified the questions by making them multiple choice 
rather than open-ended to make analyzation of the data more concise. After 
making these adjustments, I finalized the questionnaire for assistant principal (see 
Appendix A) and teacher participants (see Appendix B). 
Prior to collecting data, I requested and received approval from SSD to 
conduct my study. After SSD approval, I requested principal permission from 
each middle school principal for the participants (see Appendix C). After securing 
permissions, I requested and received approval from the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) at Lincoln Memorial University. Once approval was granted from 
the principals of each middle school and a list of teacher and assistant principal 
emails were supplied by the principal of each middle school, I emailed teachers 
and assistant principals an explanation of the study, an implied consent statement, 
and a direct link to the SurveyMonkey questionnaire (see Appendix D). I 
requested participants respond within two weeks of receiving my email. Once I 
received questionnaire responses, I printed them, categorized them by teacher 
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responses and assistant principal responses, and analyzed and coded them until 
the point of saturation. Creswell and Creswell (2018) defined saturation as the 
point in which the data no long yielded new information. This continued through 
the entire analysis process. 
Methods of Analysis 
The objective of data analysis, as stated by Merriam and Tisdell (2016), 
was to answer the two research questions. First, I organized the data from the 
questionnaires into teacher responses and assistant principal responses. After I 
organized the questionnaires, I read through each participant response to develop 
general ideas of what the participants said. Creswell and Creswell (2018) declared 
reading participant responses thoroughly helped the researcher to recognize 
common statements and ideas from participants and also provided the researcher 
an opportunity to take notes prior to starting the coding process. After reading and 
annotating participant responses, I began the coding process.  
Creswell and Creswell (2018) stated utilizing the coding process helped 
the researcher to generate common themes in the data collected and better 
organize and label participant responses. Coding began first with the raw data, 
which consisted of the teacher and assistant principal questionnaire responses. 
Through reading and rereading the raw data along with my notes and annotations, 
I started the open coding process, which helped me identify any and all useful 
parts of the teacher and assistant principal response raw data (Merriam & Tisdell, 
2016). After I completed the open coding process, I then grouped the participant 
responses by common themes of redundant information to form the axial codes 
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Finally, I used the axial codes to determine selective 
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coding (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The selective coding I achieved from this 
process directly answered my two research questions. Once all questionnaire data 
were analyzed and my study was completed, I kept the questionnaire data in a 
locked filing cabinet in my home only accessible by me for three years after the 
completion of this study.  
Trustworthiness 
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) found in a qualitative study, the researcher 
was inherently enveloped in his subject. Due to this deep involvement, a constant 
threat to the credibility and trustworthiness of this qualitative study was the 
objectiveness, or the lack thereof, of the researcher conducting the study 
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In addition, researcher bias was a threat to the 
trustworthiness of this study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Merriam and Tisdell 
(2016) stated to mitigate the threat to trustworthiness, saturation was essential. 
When saturation was apparent through the questionnaire responses, it decreased 
the threat to trustworthiness (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  
To further mitigate the threats to trustworthiness, the use of pilot 
questionnaires was included as an additional aspect to this study to adjust the 
questionnaire to better seek clarity in the participant responses (Creswell & 
Creswell, 2018). Creswell and Creswell (2018) stated, “If themes are established 
based on converging several sources of data or perspectives from participants, 
then this process can be claimed as adding to the validity of the study” (p. 200). 
This ensured triangulation, which Merriam and Tisdell (2016) defined as “a 
powerful strategy for increasing the credibility or internal validity of your 
research” (p. 245). As themes were established through the coding process, 
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triangulation was achieved in this study, further mitigating the threat to 
trustworthiness. Additionally, all teachers were asked the same 10 questions in the 
SurveyMonkey questionnaires, and all assistant principals were asked the same 10 
questions in the SurveyMonkey questionnaires. This also aided triangulation by 
examining the data I collected from multiple respondents and using the exact 
same method to collect the data from each participant (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  
Limitations and Delimitations  
Roberts and Hyatt (2019) defined limitations as aspects of a study that had 
the possibility of affecting the overall results of a study or negatively impact the 
interpretation of the researcher’s findings and were out of the researcher’s control. 
The first limitation to my study was the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact it 
had on the school attendance of middle school assistant principals and teachers 
due to school closures. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I did not have personal 
access to the total number of available participants in the SSD. To mitigate the 
lack of in-person access, I chose to use questionnaires through the online platform 
SurveyMonkey, as opposed to conducting one-on-one interviews. Additionally, 
due to COVID-19, SSD created a plan for the 2020–2021 school year, which 
involved teachers teaching students both in-person and virtually. Because of this 
change to instruction, the teachers spent additional time to adjust their 
instructional plans and may not have completed the questionnaire due to their 
teaching priorities. Even though the questionnaires were anonymous, teachers 
may not have felt comfortable to answer the questions honestly out of fear of 
retaliation from their assistant principals. I attempted to mitigate this by 
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explaining in the introduction letter that all responses would be kept confidential, 
and no person at the school system would know who participated.  
Roberts and Hyatt (2019) defined delimitations as the process the 
researcher utilized to clarify and justify the narrowed scope of the study. One 
delimitation to my study was the use of questionnaires as the sole data collection 
instrument. I chose to use questionnaires to collect more responses from the 
teachers and assistant principals at the 15 middle schools. Through the use of 
questionnaires, participants were not able to ask clarifying questions if they 
encountered a question that was confusing, or they could have even interpreted 
the question incorrectly, in turn, skewing the data I received. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, however, using questionnaires was safer than face-to-face 
interviews and did not compromise my health or the health of the participants. 
Additionally, due to COVID-19, SSD did not allow outside visitors into the 
individual schools, which eliminated the possibility of visiting the middle schools 
to conduct one-on-one interviews. 
Another delimitation I imposed included conducting my study in SSD due 
to the total number of middle schools in the district, which created a larger pool of 
potential assistant principal and teacher participants. School districts that surround 
SSD were smaller with many having only one middle school with one assistant 
principal. A final delimitation was I only included assistant principals, not head 
principals, because I only wanted to get the perspective of assistant principals and 
teachers about the roles of assistant principals. Due to the lack of literature and 
research regarding assistant principals, I wanted to focus solely on assistant 
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principals to fill the gap in research devoted to assistant principals, especially 
those at the middle school level.  
Assumptions of the Study 
Roberts and Hyatt (2019) defined assumptions as “what you take for 
granted relative to your study” (p. 111). The first assumption I made when 
conducting my study was all teachers who participated by answering the 
questionnaire had some personal knowledge about the roles of assistant principals 
in their schools. Since I have served as both a teacher and an assistant principal, I 
assumed most school staff members fully understood the roles and responsibilities 
of teachers and assistant principals. Having served in both capacities helped me to 
understand there could be a communication breakdown between assistant 
principals and teachers pertaining to the roles and responsibilities of the assistant 
principal. This communication breakdown can lead to frustrations by both 
assistant principals and teachers, as I have witnessed during my career in 
education. An additional assumption I made when conducting my study involved 
the technology capabilities of both assistant principal and teacher participants. I 
assumed with little direction and assistance, both assistant principal and teacher 
participants checked their emails daily, could easily access their email accounts, 
and would be able to follow the link to the questionnaire on SurveyMonkey. 
Summary of Methodology 
Given the existing gap in research regarding assistant principals, the 
purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between middle school 
assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and the 
teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities. In the 
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methodology chapter, I highlighted the method I used to collect the qualitative 
data for my study. The research design was a qualitative interpretive study that 
used questionnaires to obtain data from middle school assistant principals and 
teachers in the SSD. I reviewed my role as the researcher that conducted the 
study, identified potential researcher bias, and discussed the responsibilities to 
mitigate this bias. Next, I established the participants of the study, which included 
assistant principals and teachers from 15 middle schools in SSD. Following the 
study participant description, I reviewed the process in which I collected the data 
and the methods I used for the analyzation of the data, which finally led to 
discussing study trustworthiness, limitations, delimitations, and assumptions. In 
the following chapter, I presented the findings from the data collection. 
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Chapter IV: Analyses and Results 
I conducted this study to gain a better insight into the self-perceptions of 
middle school assistant principals about their roles and responsibilities, as well as 
the perceptions teachers had of the roles and responsibilities of an assistant 
principal at the middle school level. Due to the lack of research and literature 
pertaining to assistant principals, more specifically middle school assistant 
principals, and teachers’ perceptions of the roles and responsibilities of their 
assistant principals, I hoped to fill the existing gap in literature regarding middle 
school assistant principals. I relied on questionnaire responses through 
SurveyMonkey from middle school assistant principals and teachers in SSD 
located in Tennessee to create a purposeful sample of participants. Within two 
weeks of beginning data collection, I received questionnaire responses from 24 
middle school assistant principals and 158 teachers, more than reaching the point 
of saturation for both. At the two-week point, I received no new information from 
the questionnaire responses and stopped collecting participant responses.  
Data Analysis 
I utilized Biddle and Thomas’s (1966) organizational role theory to help 
identify middle school assistant principals’ self-perceptions of their roles 
compared to teachers’ perceptions of the roles of their assistant principals. I 
created questions and utilized the online platform SurveyMonkey to form the 




Participants responded to the 10-question questionnaire, that included the 
initial question for assistant principals of how long they had served as an assistant 
principal (see Figure 1).  
Figure 1 





For teachers, this same question asked how long they had been a classroom 
teacher (see Figure 2). 
Figure 2 
Full Years as a Classroom Teacher 
  
For each of the research questions in this study, I utilized the coding 
process to help generate common themes in the data I collected and to better 
organize and label participant responses (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Coding 
began first with the raw data, which consisted of all the teacher and assistant 
principal questionnaire responses I received. Through reading and rereading the 
raw data along with my notes and annotations, I started the open coding process, 
which helped me identify all useful aspects of the teacher and assistant principal 
response raw data (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). After I completed the open coding 
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process, I then grouped the participant responses by common themes of repetitive 
information to form the axial codes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Finally, I used the 
axial codes to determine selective coding (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The 
selective coding I derived from this process directly answered my two research 
questions.  
Research Questions 
The purpose of the research questions in this study was to explore the 
relationship between middle school assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles 
and responsibilities and the teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and 
responsibilities. The questions asked in the questionnaire were deliberate in 
addressing the main research questions that guided my study. 
Research Question 1 
What are assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and 
responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee? 
To directly address Research Question 1, I utilized the SurveyMonkey 
questionnaire responses from 24 assistant principals in SSD. I analyzed the data 
provided in the answers to these questions by applying open codes and axial 
codes to develop selective coding directly corresponding to and answering 




Middle school assistant principals in SSD in Tennessee perceived their 
roles and responsibilities to be centered around three main themes: students, 
teachers, and the minutia of each individual school day (see Figure 3).  
Figure 3 
Coding for Middle School Assistant Principals’ Self-Perceptions 
 
 Through the coding process, I determined assistant principals perceived 
their roles and responsibilities to fall into one of the three main categories: 
students (e.g., meeting about students such as 504s, IEPs, S-team meetings, 
student discipline), teachers (e.g., informal interactions, observations/evaluations, 
grade-level meetings, classroom support), and managerial duties and tasks (e.g., 
monitoring hallways, cafeteria, buses, and car line; technology; building 
Selective Coding
Middle school assistant principals in SSD in Tennessee perceived their roles and responsibilities to be 
centered around the needs of three main aspects, students, teachers, and managerial duties and 
tasks of each individual school day.
Axial Coding
Student-centered roles and 
responsibilities
Managerial duties and tasks 
as otherwise specified



























maintenance; safety drills). Of the 24 assistant principals who participated in the 
questionnaire, 100% stated issues involving students were part of their main 
responsibilities within the school. Of the 24 assistant principals who responded to 
the questionnaire, 88% of assistant principals stated their roles and responsibilities 
centered around classroom teachers. Eighty-eight percent of assistant principals 
cited managerial duties and tasks as an important aspect of their roles and 
responsibilities within their schools. Each of the three main categories also 
involved unpredictable issues that each individual school day may bring. 
Assistant Principal 16 stated the following:  
I use a flexible structure that can adapt to the day's challenges. In the 
mornings, I ensure that students are greeted and see me at the same 
location and time each day as they transition from morning duty to the 7th 
grade hallway. I then conduct classroom drop-ins and monitor transition to 
enrichment and our first core academic class. I attend IEPs, [S]-teams, 
team meetings, and [Principal’s Intervention Team] during 7th grade plan 
period. I manage discipline issues in the afternoons. 
Assistant Principal 17 stated his day involved the following roles and 
responsibilities: 
1. Checking to see that all teachers are present and appropriate coverage 
for those absent. 2. In the hallways meeting and greeting students, chatting 
with teachers, dealing with any early morning issues from transportation, 
parents, etc. 3. In hallway during class change. 4. Attend PLC meetings 
5. Deal with discipline. 6. Visit classrooms. 7. Meet with Admin[istration] 
team for planning purposes. 8. Lunch Duty. 9. Continue similar schedule 
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as morning. 10. Car/Bus Duty. 
Assistant Principal 22 simply stated his roles and responsibilities were 
“unpredictable,” while Assistant Principal 24 stated days were “intense and 
mentally taxing due to the hundreds of decisions that have to be made and the 
unplanned responsibilities required on top of the planned responsibilities.” 
Assistant Principal 24 also added the following to the list of roles and 
responsibilities:  
(1)Student Supports: special education staff, meetings, support teams 
(S-teams, 504s, crisis response); (2) 8th grade principal: overseeing staff, 
student discipline; (3) Facilities Management: scheduling use of facilities, 
submitting work orders; (4) Safety and Security Administrator: 
coordinating drills, managing emergencies; (4) Transportation: Bus 
arrival/dismissal, bus discipline, [administration] liaison when there are 
bus accidents or buses running late/changes.  
Assistant Principal 19 provided a snapshot of how his roles and 
responsibilities shaped his typical day:  
I begin my day checking in with teachers, helping to ensure students and 
subs are in classrooms, and monitoring the hallways. I then spend time 
popping into classrooms to check in and then take 30 minutes to 1 hour 
calling parents, scheduling meetings, and responding to e-mails. In the 
mornings, I also facilitate & participate in grade level meetings, S-team 
meetings, parent conferences, PLC meetings, etc. In between, I am present 
in the hallway during class transitions and monitor students as teachers 
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sanitize classrooms. I respond and collaborate with Restorative team 
members to support students & teachers w/classroom issues on an as 
needed basis. I spend an hour of my day in the cafeteria or outside for 
lunch & outside time duty. I then spend the afternoon visiting classrooms, 
following up on other tasks "as assigned" and conclude my day at the car 
rider line and following up on any parent phone calls before I go home.  
Finally, Assistant Principal 20 shared his typical roles and responsibilities:  
You must be able to prioritize both events and people. Begin the day with 
seeing kids and checking on teachers. As the morning progresses, do IEPs, 
classroom visits, meetings with kids, and parent contacts. Plan time for 
updates from counselor and behavior interventionist each morning. 
Supervise hallways at class changes and support related arts by being 
visible. Lunch supervision. Classroom visits, address discipline issues, and 
positive referrals. Plan behavior/academic events for grade level. Weekly 
email to parents. Admin meetings weekly. And again, support kids and 
teachers. In summary—fast paced, organized but flexible, positive 
attitude, solution finder, empowering to others. 
Research Question 2 
What are teachers’ perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles and 
responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee?  
To directly address Research Question 2, I utilized the SurveyMonkey 
questionnaire responses from 158 middle school teachers in SSD. I analyzed the 
data provided in the answers to these questions by applying open codes and axial 
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codes to develop selective coding directly corresponding to and answering 
Research Question 2. Middle school teachers in SSD in Tennessee perceived the 
roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals to involve supporting 
teachers, disciplining students, and performing school management tasks (see 
Figure 4).  
Figure 4 
Coding for Middle School Teachers’ Perceptions of Assistant Principals 
 
Through the coding process, I found teachers perceived the roles and 
responsibilities of their assistant principals to fall into three main categories: 
student discipline and behavioral management; teacher support (e.g. instructional, 
classroom management, culture and climate, visibility, communication, 
Selective Coding
Middle school teachers in SSD in Tennessee perceived the roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals to 
involve supporting teachers, disciplining students, and performing school management tasks .
Axial Coding
Student Discipline and 





















availability); and overall school management (e.g., monitoring hallways, 
cafeteria, buses, car line; technology; building maintenance; athletics; scheduling; 
COVID specific duties, safety drills). Of the 158 teachers who participated in the 
questionnaire, 77% stated issues involving students was one of the main 
responsibilities they perceived of their assistant principals within their school. Of 
the 158 teachers who completed the questionnaire, 78% stated the roles and 
responsibilities they perceived of their assistant principals centered around 
supporting teachers, while 49% of teachers perceived overall school management 
as an important aspect of their assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities 
within their schools. 
Teacher 18 related the roles and responsibilities of his assistant principal 
by stating the following:  
I believe the responsibilities of my assistant principal are to support her 
teachers, be a buffer between parents and teachers, settle discipline issues 
in her assigned grade level, be present in the lunchroom, hallways and 
classrooms and to build relationships with her students. She also facilitates 
trainings for PLCs for her grade level and conducts teacher evaluations. 
Teacher 38 shared a similar sentiment by stating the following:  
Each has a grade level to supervise. Student development, teacher 
development, review and identify students with concerns and 
address/facilitate performance, teacher evaluation, coordination of 
standardized testing, media and public relations as approved by the 
system, support for the principal as needed, parent support and activities, 
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coordination of extracurricular activities at the school, input and 
implementation compliance with special education. 
Teacher 45 echoed the previous sentiments:  
School responsibilities are divided up evenly between the head principal 
and 2 assistant principals. Duties include student discipline, testing 
coordination, [special education] meetings, coordinating and promoting 
fundraisers, parent meetings, staff communication, TEAM observations, 
and so much more. 
Teachers found it difficult to list or think of all the roles and 
responsibilities of their assistant principals. Teacher 71 stated the following: 
An assistant principal is someone who is in the office, the classroom, the 
library, the gym, and everywhere else. They are the first people you see in 
the morning and the last that you see when you leave. You can find them 
at major school functions and other important events happening at the 
school. They are available, they are a line of communication for everyone, 
and they are always involved. 
Teacher 77 listed many roles responsibilities but also found difficulty in being 
able to name all of them:  
She acts as the liaison between the principal and the 8th grade team. She 
manages IEPs, 504s and other grade-level issues that arise. She readily 
and effectively enforces school and district policies, maintains effective 
channels of communication with all teachers, students, and parents. She 
observes and evaluates teachers. She often supervises hallways and 
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cafeteria. She handles discipline for our grade-level. She acts as 
cheerleader for both students and teachers. She sends update emails every 
day in order to communicate upcoming events and expectations. Those are 
the ones that I can immediately think of. I'm sure there are more . . . LOTS 
more. 
Teacher 78 reiterated a similar thought:  
Our school is blessed to have two assistant principals. Each assistant 
principal has different responsibilities based on their strengths and 
experience. Generally assistant principals manage student discipline, 
perform teacher evaluations, hold the position of athletic director for the 
school, assist in completing IEP and 504 meetings, aid in the culture of the 
school, assist in completion of safety drills, assists with dismissal duties, 
provide support for the teachers in the building with regards to parents and 
students and provide an outlet for teachers to come and get guidance when 
needed. 
Teacher 104 agreed, stating the following:  
Oh Lord they do a ton of work! All from COVID duties to discipline—to 
teacher health—to plans on safety for the building—then dealing with 
IEP, [Basic Education Program] funds, 504 plans and not to mention 
athletics and parents! 
Teacher 125 echoed a similar thought:  
Our assistant principal wears many hats. He attends IEP and grade-level 
meetings, handles discipline issues that exceed what can be addressed in 
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the classroom, greets students as they enter the building in the morning, 
etc. 
Teacher 145 shared similar thoughts:  
Massive, broad, and varied: discipline, testing coordinator, coupon book 
sales, bus/transportation issues, athletic director, teacher observations, 
school-wide scheduling and housekeeping issues and decisions, cafeteria 
and custodial issues, consultation with head principal regarding 
staffing/hiring and master schedule decisions, [Local Education Agency] 
for [special education]/IEP meetings, disciplinary hearings, cafeteria duty, 
hall duty, lunch duty, bathroom duty, school maintenance work orders, 
technology issues, parent conferences, [professional development] for 
staff, threat assessments, student advocate and support, teacher advocate 
and support. 
Teachers who provided responses I highlighted found it difficult to 
pinpoint specific roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals and 
responded with answers that lacked detail and specificity. Teacher 2 simply 
stated, “Each one is assigned a grade level, along with certain building level 
responsibilities.” Teacher 11 was in agreement and stated, “It varies. Dealing with 
discipline (the higher offenses), COVID issues, and other duties that are admin 
only that I don’t know about.” Teacher 30 offered a similar vague response by 
expressing, “They do a lot to keep the school running. They manage all sorts of 
important things.” Teacher 89 offered a few additional thoughts but shared a 
similar vagueness to that of the aforementioned teachers:  
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I'm sure there's lots more responsibilities than what I'm thinking about, but 
a few are to attend IEP meetings & S-team meetings as well as handle 
discipline referrals. One of our [assistant principals] are typically at any 
after school function. [Assistant principals] also complete teacher 
evaluations.  
Teacher 90 shared a similar thought and provided the following insight:  
The responsibilities of an assistant principal vary greatly. First and 
foremost, their responsibility is to assist the head principal in the daily 
operation and management of the school as well as foster meaningful 
connections with the student in order to build relationships. I believe that a 
good amount of discipline related tasks also falls under their purview. 
Assistant principals should also often behave as liaison between the head 
principal and classroom educators.  
 Finally, teachers either had very little knowledge of the roles and 
responsibilities of their assistant principals or shared their displeasure and 
negative thoughts toward the assistant principals’ job performance at fulfilling 
what teachers felt the roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals should 
be. Teacher 136 shared this response:  
I’m not really sure. She doesn’t address our discipline concerns and she 
isn’t visible in our hallway. I only know she has car rider duty in the 
afternoon, cafeteria duty, and she helps with coupon book sales. 
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Teacher 155 echoed a similar sentiment and stated, “Discipline, evaluations, 
various admin duties, a lot of stuff I don't really know what they do and don't see 
how it impacts me.”  
Teacher 25 shared his opinion on how assistant principals should effectively 
spend their time:  
Administration—seems like they have to deal with logistics in the school, 
and I see them filling out a lot of forms online. From my perception, the 
time spent on these tasks versus the relational side with staff and students 
is skewed towards these logistics tasks. 
Lastly, Teacher 95 stated his assistant principal caused them undue stress: 
That is a hard question to answer, because in my case I feel like my 
[assistant principal] assumes responsibilities that shouldn't be assumed as 
they tend to interfere with what I consider my teaching duties. General 
responsibilities that should (and do) belong to my [assistant principal] are 
student discipline and general teacher support. Other responsibilities 
assumed by my [assistant principal] are student missing work, changing 
the process by which some things are done in the name of making them 
more accessible, to which I say the results are relative and I personally feel 
a higher level of stress due to these changes. 
Summary of Results 
In Chapter IV, I outlined the qualitative research process that I used to 
analyze the questionnaire responses to answer the two research questions that 
formed the foundation of this study. I employed data analysis including open 
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coding, axial coding, and selective coding, which I used when examining the 
answers of middle school assistant principals and middle school teachers in this 
study. I discovered, according to the responses of SSD middle school assistant 
principals in Tennessee, main themes of the self-perceptions of their roles and 
responsibilities included students (e.g., meeting about students such as 504s, IEPs, 
S-team meetings, student discipline); teachers (e.g., informal interactions, 
observations/evaluations, grade level meetings, classroom support); and 
managerial duties and tasks (e.g., monitoring hallways, cafeteria, buses, and car 
line; technology; building maintenance; safety drills). Furthermore, I discovered 
three themes of middle school teachers’ perceptions of the roles and 
responsibilities of their assistant principals: student discipline and behavioral 
management; teacher support (e.g., instructional, classroom management, culture 
and climate, visibility, communication, availability); and overall school 
management (e.g., monitoring hallways, cafeteria, buses, car line; technology; 
building maintenance; athletics; scheduling; COVID specific duties; safety drills). 
Additional insight, along with the conclusions of the research questions and 
recommendations for further research, has been discussed in Chapter V. 
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Chapter V: Discussion of the Study 
Morgan (2018) noted, from 2008-2018, educational researchers began 
devoting more time to the roles assistant principals fulfilled within a school; 
however, Morgan (2018) also stated assistant principals fulfilled a vital role to the 
overall success of a school, yet historically speaking, there has been very little 
research devoted to this important position. There was a lack of research 
regarding assistant principals’ self-perceptions of their roles in relationship to 
teachers’ perceptions of the roles of assistant principals. Additionally, there was a 
general lack of research regarding assistant principals at the middle school level. 
In this study, I hoped to fill the gap in the literature regarding the relationship 
between middle school assistant principals’ perceptions of their roles and 
responsibilities and the teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and 
responsibilities.  
Generalizations in this discussion were limited to the perceptions of 
middle school assistant principals and teachers in one school district in the state of 
Tennessee because no other school level (e.g., elementary school or high school) 
or state was included in the questionnaire process; therefore, the evidence from 
this study must support the conclusions until future research either disproves or 
substantiates the findings. Using the organizational role theory by Biddle and 
Thomas (1966), I endeavored to help identify middle school assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions of their roles compared to teachers’ perceptions of the roles of 
their assistant principals. The findings from this study accentuated assistant 
principals’ self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities and aligned them 
into one of three main categories: students (e.g., meeting about student such as 
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504s, IEPs, S-teams, student discipline); teachers (e.g., informal interactions, 
observations/evaluations, grade-level meeting, classroom support); and 
managerial duties and tasks (e.g., monitoring hallways, cafeteria, buses, and car 
line; technology; building maintenance; safety drills). In comparison, teachers 
perceived the roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals aligned with 
one of three main categories as well: student discipline and behavioral 
management; teacher support (e.g., instructional, classroom management, culture 
and climate, visibility, communication, availability); and overall school 
management (e.g., monitoring hallways, cafeteria, buses, car line, technology; 
building maintenance; athletics; scheduling; COVID specific duties, safety drills). 
Implications for Practice 
This study served as a foundational analysis exploring middle school 
assistant principals’ self-perceptions of their roles versus teachers’ perceptions of 
the roles of their assistant principals. This study was important to the field of 
education because, at the time this study was conducted, existing studies 
examining the relationship of how middle school assistant principals perceived 
their roles and responsibilities within a school, as compared to how teachers 
perceived the roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals in a middle 
school setting, did not exist or were not located. This study served to gain better 
insight into the relationship of both middle school assistant principals’ and 
teachers’ perceptions, better prepare assistant principals for the position, solidify 
the most important roles and responsibilities, create a more accurate job 
description, and fill a gap in research regarding the position of an assistant 
principal. Additionally, a better and more realistic description of the roles and 
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responsibilities of assistant principals could decrease any role conflict or role 
ambiguity experienced. Consequently, this study provided transparency into how 
assistant principals perceived their roles and responsibilities within the school, 
which could aid schools and districts in determining how to better utilize their 
positions to potentially improve student achievement and growth, improve the 
working relationship between assistant principals and teachers, and decrease role 
conflict and role ambiguity.  
According to Bredeson (1989), administrative support proved to be vitally 
important to create a productive and positive school atmosphere, but teachers 
became frustrated with their school administrators and questioned whether or not 
they were actually doing their jobs or at least how teachers perceived it should be 
done. According to the data from this study, teacher support (e.g., instructional, 
classroom management, culture and climate, visibility, communication, 
availability) proved to be one of the three major themes of middle school 
teachers’ perceptions of the roles and responsibilities of their assistant principals. 
One of the three major themes regarding assistant principals’ self-perceptions of 
their roles and responsibilities also centered around classroom teachers. Assistant 
principals may use the findings of this study to help align their self-perceptions to 
the perceptions of teachers, and vice versa, to produce a better and more 
productive working relationship. A better working relationship, which should 
involve transparency on the part of both assistant principals and teachers, should 
help to produce a more positive school atmosphere and less frustration toward 
assistant principals on the part of teachers. It was imperative for assistant 
principals to be available and visible throughout each school day. Teachers must 
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know and never question whether or not their assistant principals support them, 
and it is the responsibility of the assistant principals to be certain that is never in 
question by remaining available and visible throughout every school day. 
Morgan (2018) stated role ambiguity, caused by an incoherent and poorly 
defined job description, often left assistant principals with no clear direction. 
Even though this study highlighted three major themes of assistant principals’ 
self-perceptions of their roles and responsibilities, no assistant principal who 
responded to the questionnaire noted suffering from role ambiguity caused by an 
incoherent and poorly defined job description. Each assistant principal had a firm 
grasp of his roles and responsibilities within his individual school and were able 
to list what those individual roles and responsibilities were, which concludes an 
absence of role ambiguity or role conflict. Furthermore, according to Oleszewski 
et at. (2012), studies dedicated to the specific roles and responsibilities of an 
assistant principal would be beneficial, especially to determine if they were fully 
being utilized in 21st century education. Further research dedicated to assistant 
principals was important to the field of education, and this study should provide a 
solid building block for future research dedicated to this important position within 
the school system. To continue this trend and prevent role ambiguity with 
assistant principals in the future, school districts, and more importantly head 
principals, should always be specific when assigning roles and responsibilities to 
assistant principals in their school buildings. Assistant principals should know 
from the start of their tenure in a school what their daily roles and responsibilities 
are and should never doubt the job that they are fulfilling. 
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Middle school assistant principals and middle school teachers should work 
alongside one another, focusing on open communication and transparency from 
both parties, to foster a school culture that was supportive and productive. Even 
though assistant principals and teachers perform different roles and 
responsibilities within schools, they have the same goals in mind: school and 
student success. For these goals to be achieved, open communication and 
transparency from both teachers and assistant principals is imperative. Individual 
schools should designate a scheduled time each week for assistant principals to 
meet with their respective teachers and grade levels. As educators, we cannot 
assume communication was always fluid and transparent between assistant 
principals and teachers during unstructured and often chaotic times during a 
school day. Structured and planned weekly meetings should aid in improving 
communication between assistant principals and teachers. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
In this study, my primary objective was to gain a better insight into the 
self-perceptions of the roles and responsibilities of middle school assistant 
principals, as well as the perceptions teachers have of the roles and 
responsibilities of an assistant principal at the middle school level. As a middle 
school assistant principal and former middle school teacher, I found it surprising 
that the themes highlighted by assistant principal responses and the themes 
highlighted by teacher responses were almost identical, with the exception of 
teacher responses were not as specific as assistant principals’ responses. Future 
studies may focus on the extent which teachers perceive their assistant principals’ 
roles and responsibilities and if those perceptions fulfills what teachers deem 
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necessary to better assist them in performing their jobs as classroom teachers. 
Future researchers should expand this research by exploring teachers’ perceptions 
about what teachers need from their assistant principals to perform the teachers’ 
jobs to the best of their ability. In addition, future researchers should expand this 
research by exploring assistant principals’ perceptions about what they need to 
best serve their teachers.  
The COVID-19 pandemic has recently added additional aspects to the 
daily roles and responsibilities of assistant principals and teachers alike. These 
additional aspects include monitoring students properly wearing their masks, 
social distancing, and checking temperatures of staff members and students each 
morning as they arrive to school. Future studies may focus on how the COVID-19 
pandemic has altered the roles and responsibilities of both assistant principals and 
teachers. Future studies involving the impact of COVID-19 in this capacity would 
be interesting due to the addition or virtual learning, something that has not 
existed in previous school years. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic created 
an environment more conducive for me to use questionnaires for data collection 
rather than in-person interviews. Future studies should use in-person interviews to 
glean either comparative or contrasting data results. Additionally, utilizing 
in-person interviews in a semi-structured format could allow the interviewee to 
expand upon his responses, ask clarifying questions, and allow the interviewer to 
ask additional questions. Due to the impact that COVID-19 has caused in SSD, 
this study should be duplicated again after the COVID-19 pandemic has ended 
and school was somewhat back to normal. I feel the additional stress that 
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COVID-19 has brought to all school personnel impacted both assistant principal 
and teacher responses to this study.  
Even though the focus of this study involved assistant principals and 
teachers at only the middle school level, one could assume the responses for 
elementary and high school level teachers and assistant principals would be 
similar. The design of this study could be used in the future to further the research 
on assistant principals at both the elementary and high school levels. Furthermore, 
future studies could focus on how many years individuals had served as assistant 
principals and teachers to see if there was a correlation between responses based 
on years served. With this additional information, researchers may also find 
increased role conflict and role ambiguity in assistant principals who are early in 
their careers. 
Additionally, I used responses from both assistant principals and teachers 
from across the entire SSD district and did not distinguish between the individual 
15 schools. Future studies could utilize a similar methodology but separate the 
questionnaire responses by individual schools. The results of the data collected 
could then be used to inform school district leaders about the job performance of 
assistant principals based on the teachers’ perceptions.  
Finally, my questionnaire included 10 questions, some of which were not 
useful when answering the two research questions: What are assistant principals’ 
perceptions of their roles and responsibilities within middle schools in 
Tennessee? What are teachers’ perceptions of the assistant principals’ roles and 
responsibilities within middle schools in Tennessee? Future studies should 
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decrease the number of questions by making them more direct and specific, 
narrowing the responses to better directly answer the research questions.  
Conclusions of the Study 
Middle school assistant principals in one Tennessee school district 
perceived their roles and responsibilities to include three main themes: students, 
teachers, and managerial duties and tasks. Middle school assistant principals 
perceived when it came to students, the focus revolved around meetings regarding 
students (e.g., 504s, IEPs, S-team, student discipline). Middle school assistant 
principals perceived the theme of teachers involved informal interactions 
throughout the school day, observations/evaluations, grade-level meetings, and 
classroom support. Finally, middle school assistant principals perceived 
managerial duties and tasks, such as monitoring hallways, cafeteria monitoring, 
buses, and car line; technology, building maintenance; and safety drills their main 
roles and responsibilities. 
Middle school teachers perceived the roles and responsibilities of their 
assistant principals to include three main aspects: student discipline and 
behavioral management, teacher support, and overall school management. Student 
discipline and behavior management involved students being sent to the assistant 
principals’ office when student behavior was deemed to be disruptive to the 
classroom learning environment. Middle school teachers perceived support to 
come in the form of instruction, classroom management, culture and climate, 
visibility, communication, and availability. Finally, middle school teachers 
perceived overall school management as their assistant principal monitoring 
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hallways, cafeteria, buses, car line; technology; building maintenance, athletics; 
scheduling; COVID specific duties, and safety drills.  
While the perceptions of both middle school assistant principals and 
teachers were similar regarding the roles and responsibilities of assistant 
principals, assistant principals’ focus should remain on creating and nurturing a 
school environment that was student centered. Middle school assistant principals 
and teachers should walk hand-in-hand in a school environment that revolves 
around open communication, transparency, and building positive relationships. 
The more cohesively middle school assistant principals and teachers work , the 
more likely a positive school environment will be established for students, 
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Permission has been granted to Jarrod Pendergraft by XXX School 
District to conduct research with middle school teachers as a component of The 
Role Paradox of Middle School Assistant Principals: Self-Perception Versus 
Teacher Perception. The purpose of this research study is to explore assistant 
principals’ perception of their roles and responsibilities and how those perceptions 
relate to teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities.  
 
The purpose of this letter is to ask permission to send a questionnaire to all 
teachers and assistant principals in your school for data collection purposes to 
support the research of the study. Questionnaires will be conducted by me, Jarrod 
Pendergraft, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Education at Lincoln Memorial University. The process will include sending the 
voluntary questionnaire to the teachers and assistant principals in your school. 
Teachers and assistant principals who volunteer to participate will do so without 
harm or impact on their current or future professional standing. Teacher and 
assistant principal participants will be asked to complete a ten-question electronic 
questionnaire through SurveyMonkey. Assistant principal participants will be 
asked ten questions regarding assistant principals’ perception of their roles and 
responsibilities and teacher participants will be asked ten questions regarding 
teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities. With the 
data collected, this study may help to better prepare assistant principals for their 
transition from the classroom into administration, and also help to improve 
communication between classroom teachers and assistant principals. As a result, 
students, teachers, and administrators may benefit from the results of the data. 
Questionnaires will be completed in accordance with each participant’s 
availability. Responses will be confidential without any identifying 
characteristics. 
 














Researcher: Jarrod Pendergraft 




Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Cherie Gaines 
Professor and Chairperson at Lincoln Memorial University 
Cherie.Gaines@lmunet.edu 
Dear Educator, 
Your participation is being requested for the research study entitled The 
Role Paradox of Middle School Assistant Principals: Self-Perception Versus 
Teacher Perception. This study is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degree of Doctor of Education at Lincoln Memorial University, where I am 
currently enrolled. Your participation will be extremely valuable to me due to 
your knowledge and expertise in this subject area; therefore, I am kindly 
requesting your participation in my research study. Participation in this study is 
voluntary. Please read the information below and contact me via email or cell 
phone number listed above with any questions you may have before deciding to 
participate.  
The purpose of my research study is to explore assistant principals’ 
perception of their roles and responsibilities and how those perceptions relate to 
teachers’ perceptions of assistant principals’ roles and responsibilities. With your 
help, this study may help to better prepare assistant principals for their transition 
from the classroom into administration, and also help to improve communication 
between classroom teachers and assistant principals. As a result, students, 
teachers, and administrators may benefit from the results of the data. 
You are eligible to participate in this study if you are (a) certified and 
licensed by the State of Tennessee, (b) work in a middle school, (c) work as an 
assistant principal, or (d) work as a classroom teacher. 
This study includes 10 questions to be completed electronically through 
SurveyMonkey and will require approximately 10-15 minutes of your time. You 
may refuse to answer any question or discontinue your involvement at any time 
without penalty. If at any time you discontinue the questionnaire, your results will 
be discarded. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential, and data will be 
stored in secure computer files and secure storage location in hard-copy. Any 
report of this research that is made available to the public will not include your 
name or any other individual information by which you could be identified. Your 
decision to participate will not affect your current or future relationship with 
Lincoln Memorial University. 
There are no known harms or discomforts associated with this study, as it 
involves minimal risk and is an effort to highlight your current success as an 
educator and the support you provide to individuals in your school. To prepare for 
this study, I am asking that you consider your role as a classroom teacher or 
assistant principal and share those experiences to the best of your knowledge. 
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If you are unable to contact the researcher listed at the top of this form or 
the faculty sponsor and have general questions, concerns, complaints, or inquiries 
about your rights as a research subject, please contact the Chair of the LMU IRB, 
Dr. Kay Paris at (423) 869-6323, or by email at kay.paris@lmunet.edu. 
This research has been approved by the Lincoln Memorial University’s 
Institutional Review Board. If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you may 
contact Dr. Kay Paris, Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, Institutional 
Review Board at 423-869-6834. Additional contact information is available at 
www.lmunet.edu/administration/office-of-research-grants-and-sponsored-
programs-orgsp/institutional-review-board-irb  
By moving forward and completing the questionnaire linked in the email, 
you are agreeing that you work as a classroom teacher or assistant principal, you 
are over the age of 18, and you give your consent to participate in this study,  
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